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Helping Faculty Self-Regulate Emotional Responses in Writing Assessment: Use of an “Overall Response��
Rubric Category
by Michelle E. Neely, University of Colorado Colorado Springs

Faculty evaluation of student learning artifacts is a critical activity as accrediting bodies call for campuses to promote "cultures of
assessment." Also important are opportunities for faculty engagement and development that assessment projects provide. However,
such projects come with significant challenges to facilitators and faculty scorers themselves. Faculty bring their own expertise and
beliefs about student learning and writing to the assessment context, all of which can have emotional valence. Assessment sessions
may emphasize faculty scoring to components of a rubric, perhaps eliminating a holistic score from the conversations because
holistic scores are not viewed as actionable data points and thus are often not parts of the rubric (McConnell & Rhodes, 2017). As
actionable data and reliability among scorers are emphasized in assessment, and holistic scores fall away, are we losing an
important scoring tool by removing a place for assessment scorers to log their overall responses to the work that they are
evaluating? This exploratory study reports scorers' use of an "overall response" category, added to the rubric in two assessment
projects. Results indicate that faculty found the new category helpful, not just in managing their emotional responses, but also in
leveraging their emotions to complete the scoring task. Correlation and regression analyses also suggest that scorers maintained
orthogonal scoring across rubric categories.

The Association of American Colleges and Universities’ (McConnell & Rhodes, 2017) report, On Solid Ground, emphasized faculty
engagement in assessment processes, to include use of authentic student artifacts and cultivation of teacher expertise as evaluators
of student work. Findings suggested rubrics can be used reliably to assess written communication and critical thinking and are
useful as points of conversation around faculty values and shared learning outcomes across disciplines. With regard to writing
assessment specifically, recent scholarship by Condon, Iverson, Manduca, Rutz, and Willett (2016) explored university writing
assessment as a “site of faculty learning” (p. 53), reporting that, across disciplines, faculty who participated in writing portfolio
assessment reflected upon and shifted their own teaching practices around assigning writing based on their assessment
experiences. These findings have implications for the role of assessment activities as facilitating teacher development and change
(Guskey, 2002).

The task of reading student artifacts against a rubric, with an eye towards doing so efficiently and reliably with other scorers, is
challenging. Assessment scoring is evaluative, but it is not the same kind of evaluation that one does for a piece of student work in a
class that one teaches; thus, it is a different skill for teachers to develop. Yet, the skill is valuable as accrediting bodies call for
campuses to promote “cultures of assessment” (Ikenberry & Kuh, 2015) and seek evidence of such initiatives. Perhaps more
importantly though, these types of assessment projects provide critical faculty engagement opportunities for individuals to articulate
and negotiate their values around student learning, revisit programmatic goals, and learn about the practices of their colleagues
(Broad, 2003; Condon et al. 2016; Huot, 1997; Walvoord, 1997).

Operationalizing authentic, faculty-led assessment practices can also be complex for facilitators. Whether using rubrics or taking a
more comprehensive and organic approach of Dynamic Criteria Mapping (Broad, 2009), assessment tasks involve groups of faculty
reading student papers and discussing their responses. These sessions take place for hours at a time generally across several days
(Dryer & Peckham, 2014; Huot, 1997). Often coordinated by writing program administrators or assessment leaders, facilitators work
to help faculty scorers set aside their own grading practices and notions of student writing so they can contribute to the task at hand:
evaluate evidence of student learning to improve teaching and educational practices (Kuh & Hutchings, 2015).

The potential for faculty—and programmatic—change is perhaps what makes this assessment work so valuable and exciting
(Condon et al., 2016; Walvoord, 1997). Discussing student learning artifacts, usually student papers, involves a type of unique
“seeing” of student learning, different from the type of reading that faculty do to determine student grades in their courses, where
they have knowledge of individual students’ trajectories, effort, and class contexts (Eckes, 2008). Assessment conversations touch
at the very core of faculty members’ beliefs about teaching and learning (Broad, 2003). At their best, they involve faculty values and
epistemologies, and as a result the participants may find themselves working to manage emotional responses within the task of
student paper evaluation and calibration discussions with colleagues.

Assessment sessions generally emphasize faculty scoring to components of a rubric, perhaps even eliminating a holistic score from
the conversations (Hamp-Lyons, 2016), because holistic scores are not part of the rubric (McConnell & Rhodes, 2017) and do not
produce actionable data. As actionable data and reliability among scorers are emphasized in assessment practices, and holistic
scores fall away, are we losing an important scoring tool by removing this place for assessment scorers to log their overall
responses to the work that they are evaluating?

In the exploratory study reported here, I work to address this issue of the internal usefulness of the “holistic” category and its
potential function as a space for faculty scorer emotional regulation. Prior work (Caswell, 2014; Edgington, 2005) has demonstrated
faculty members’ emotional responses during their grading of their own students’ writing, where emotions were understood as
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providing a type of feedback (Turner, 2010) that course faculty could use to make direct changes to assignments, classroom
instruction, and other student support based on their experience of evaluating their students’ papers. However, the context is
different for faculty scorers participating in assessment contexts, where faculty read artifacts written by students in different courses,
and sometimes even from previous semesters, in the case of larger-scale programmatic assessments (e.g., Haswell, 2000). Thus,
assessment contexts provide a different challenge for us to understand and explore faculty members’ emotional responses.

To better understand how faculty scorers may experience emotions in assessment scoring contexts, I first provide an overview of
work about teacher beliefs and their influence on practice, strategies used to provide scorer support within group contexts, and the
influence of teachers’ emotions on evaluation tasks. I then provide some definitions of emotions and emotional coherence as they
may relate to independent, orthogonal scoring, and scholarship on the rhetoric of emotion. Finally, I report on the use of an “overall
response” rubric category added to the rubric provided to scorers during two recent assessment projects as a means to ease some
of these challenges that faculty writing assessment scorers may face.

Faculty Beliefs and Highly Personalized Pedagogies    

Meaningful assessment of student learning is that which is local and contextualized, and there is exigency to answer the call for
localized assessment because, as Broad (2009) reminded us, “Commercial testing corporations are eagerly inviting us to outsource”
(p. 2) our writing assessment to them, providing an array of testing formats for our campuses to purchase, which would allow their
products to tell the story of student learning at our institutions. Operationalizing local assessment, however, is messy work. While
faculty expertise is the very lens through which we want assessment artifacts evaluated, this expertise comes with all of the quirks,
personalities, and biases of individual teachers as they learn to read student writing for the purposes of assessment. In short, faculty
experience is bound up in idiosyncrasies and preconceptions that assessment facilitators must help individuals and groups navigate
for assessment projects to be successful.

Donna Kagan (1992) used the term “highly personalized pedagogy” to describe the personalized and individualized nature of beliefs
informing teachers’ practice. About this, she explained, “As a teacher’s experience in the classroom grows, his or her professional
knowledge grows richer and more coherent, forming a highly personalized pedagogy—a belief system that constrains the teacher’s
perception, judgment, and behavior” (p. 74). Thus, faculty with deeper sets of experience may also have sets of beliefs that are
more restrictive of their judgments. Faculty beliefs are generally assumed to inform their teaching practices (Fives & Buehl, 2012;
Richardson, 1990), have strong affective components often informed by teachers’ own experiences as students themselves (Neely,
2017; Strømsø & Bråten, 2011), and are resistant to change (Pajares, 1992). In other words, faculty members each hold
personalized pedagogies, or beliefs, that run deep, have emotional valence, and are relatively intractable, and they bring these to
the context of assessment work, just as they bring them to other professional tasks.

So, while we want faculty to engage in assessment work, to add meaning to results and as professional development opportunities,
faculty each come with their own set of unique, highly personalized pedagogies that may inform their evaluations of the assessment
artifacts. These biases may serve as internal constraints within the faculty evaluator, as s/he works to evaluate student work. They
may also constrain within group practices as the evaluation group works to come to consensus during rubric discussions, during
which time the groups of faculty assessors calibrate their evaluations to rubrics or other assessment guides, negotiating meaning
and shared values with fellow raters.

Group Process Support in Assessment Work

Work by Colombini and McBride (2012) explored raters’ conversations in scoring sessions and the specific ways that dissent among
scorers provided opportunities for group growth relative to group dynamic theory. Emphasizing faculty engagement and critical
reflection in assessment practices over psychometric reliability (Charney, 1984; Huot, 2002), Adler-Kassner & O’Neill (2010)
explained the potential of both “conflict and consensus as dual goals” (p. 192) in facilitating writing assessment. Similar work by
Jølle (2014) also examined dialogue among faculty raters, specifically pairs of novice scorers, as they completed a scoring project.
They found that rater conversations about the scoring activity and shared standards had positive effect on interrater reliability and
development of expertise around the assessment task. Other work that studied scorer discussions included that of Trace, Meier,
Janssen (2016) who found that raters negotiating aspects of a rubric provided opportunities for the teachers to view the rubric
differently, taking the perspectives of their co-scorers, which contributed to a deeper shared understanding of the rubric document.
These studies support the notion that assessment processes and faculty conversation hold the true value and meaning of
assessment work, beyond concepts of data reliability. It is the sharing of perspectives and articulating of “multiformity” (Broad,
2003), allowing for and hearing diversity within teaching and evaluation, that provides potential for individual and programmatic
growth.

Influence of Faculty Emotions in Evaluative Tasks

Just as we understand and expect faculty members’ individual pedagogical expertise and interactions within assessment groups to
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influence their participation in assessment projects, internal emotional factors may also affect their judgments and evaluations of
student writing. Work by Brackett, Floman, Ashton-James, Cherkasskiy, and Salovey (2013) explored the potential relationships
between middle school teachers’ emotions and the grades that they assigned student papers, contributing to an understanding of
the way emotions may influence teachers’ evaluations. They found that teachers were more likely to rate a paper positively after a
priming task that involved positive emotions and negatively after priming task that involved negative emotions. The study results
were in line with other work that suggested professional evaluations were influenced by assessors’ emotional moods, from teaching
evaluations (Floman, Hagelskamp, Brackett, & Rivers, 2016) to medical school entrance interviews (Redelmeier & Baxter, 2009).
Evaluators’ prior knowledge seems to also influence the degree to which they engage with writers and text of the papers that they
are evaluating, personalizing the writers and ascribing a narrative to the writers’ context and choices. Wiseman (2012) called this
personalization of writers by evaluators “ego engagement” and explained that it may influence scoring and severity or leniency, as
analyses suggested such patterns in holistic ratings in her study of scores assessing ESL writing proficiency exams.

College Instructors’ Emotional Responses to Grading Student Papers

In a line of work exploring faculty emotional responses to their students’ papers, recent survey research (Babb & Corbett, 2016)
found college writing instructors reported strong emotional responses—most commonly disappointment, concern, and frustration—
when they assigned failing grades to their students’ papers. Babb and Corbett found that, in the case of instructors grading student
papers, emotional feedback about their students’ papers may serve as emotional “fuel for change” (Turner, 2010) in the sense that
faculty can make adjustments to classroom instruction, assignments, pacing, or other elements of their course design in order to
accommodate and answer the performance that they are seeing, positive or negative, in students’ papers. Emotional responses
were also reported in work by Caswell (2014), in which almost all faculty reported strong emotions while grading student papers.
Think-aloud protocol analyses linked negative emotional responses to a violation of expectations; that is, during grading, faculty
were frustrated when students did not meet the values that the faculty member had articulated in their assignments and instruction.
These emotions, Caswell pointed out, provided feedback for the faculty members to adjust their own practices; thus, emotions, both
positive and negative, played a critical role in the instructional relationship between faculty and students. Experiencing emotions
while reading students’ writing assignments may be particularly instructive for faculty as the emotions themselves serve as a type of
feedback toward reflective practice (Edgington, 2005; Richardson, 1990).

Emotional Self-Regulation and Orthogonal Scoring

Given the influence of individuals’ emotions and emotional states on their professional judgments, it follows that faculty members
engaged in writing assessment experience emotional interference and biases during calibration discussions and individual paper
scoring tasks. This may stem from individual moods (Bless & Fiedler, 2006) and the interaction of their highly personalized
pedagogies (Kagan, 1992) with the papers they are reading, their interaction with one another, and the ecological context of the
scoring situation (Dryer & Peckham, 2014), or a complex interaction of some or all of these variables.

As these factors play out within an assessment context, they likely have emotional consequences. Work by Thagard (2006)
addressed the role of emotions in thinking and memory, building on a large body of work in psychology about “hot cognition” that
spans over 50 years. By working to understand when emotions can promote clear thinking as opposed to when they get in the way
of it, he called for “emotionally coherent decision making” (Thagard, 2006, p. 21) and an “emotional rationality” (Thagard, 2006, p.
11) in which individuals are able to acknowledge and integrate emotional intuition with calculated decision-making. Emotional
intelligence theorists are similarly interested in individuals’ abilities to perceive and regulate their emotions, with emotional
intelligence understood as “an ability to recognize the meanings of emotions and their relationships and to use them as a basis in
reasoning and problem solving…using emotions to enhance cognitive activities” (Mayer, Salovey, Caruso, & Sitarenios, 2001, p.
234). In this way, emotional intelligence and emotional rationality are understood not just as the ability to control emotions, but also
to leverage them to accomplish a task.

As writing assessment directors work to promote meaningful experiences for faculty scorers, they also want the investment of time
and resources into assessment projects to yield meaningful data to inform interventions and actions to improve student learning
(Ikenberry & Kuh, 2015). Thus, it is important that scorers are able to assess each student paper independently from one another—
that is, score one paper at a time—and to score each category of the rubric as relatively independent from the others. This can be
especially difficult given the interconnected, systemic nature of language and argument and the levels involved in writing
assessment tasks and the evaluative lenses of teachers as individuals, which can bring their own intricacies and layers, moods and
(mis)understandings.

Even with these challenges and imprecisions of writing and its assessment, there is great value in the process itself, as it lends itself
to important faculty conversations during evaluation and regarding actions to take around the assessment results. Thus, helping
scorers to maintain orthogonality (Lomax, 2001), or the separateness of categories in a rubric, is important as it contributes to useful,
actionable information in terms of programmatic performance (Kinzie, Hutchings & Jankowski, 2015). Statistically, orthogonal
constructs are those which are “nonredundant and independent” (Lomax, 2001, p. 305). Applied to rubric-based scoring, this means
that a score in one category does not influence a score in a different category in the mind of the assessor, or that the scores among
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the rubric categories are not so highly correlated so as to suggest that all categories are assessing the same thing.

Locating and Valuing Emotions in Professional Tasks

Studies of faculty emotion during grading and assessment tasks represent movement of emotion away from “individualized,
internally located, and privately experienced” (Stenberg, 2011, p. 349) phenomenon. Allowing space for discussion of emotions
during professional tasks, or perhaps even foregrounding one’s experience of them, recognizes their importance. Scholars such as
Micciche (2007) and Ahmed (2013) have recently argued for emotions as valuable and, indeed, central to individuals’ and groups’
ways of making meaning in the world. Instead of looking suspiciously at our emotional responses—whether to student papers or
colleagues’ responses to them—rhetoric of emotion scholars would have us consider how emotion is “necessarily engaged in our
classrooms” (Stenberg, 2011, p. 351) and other spaces.

Impetus and Context for Current Study

Given the complexity of the assessment task and the variability of experiences that teachers bring to bear on their assessment of
student writing, I added an “overall response” category to the rubrics used in two recent assessment projects in an attempt to ease
some difficult norming sessions in which some veteran teachers, new to assessment, were struggling with assessment scoring
tasks. As the assessment facilitator for both of these projects, I added this category so the scorers had a place to locate and
articulate their responses to a paper, particularly when they felt that other categories were not capturing their reactions to and
evaluations of student writing. This new overall response category seemed to provide a useful talking point during calibration
sessions and seemed to ease the scorers into the evaluation task at hand, allowing them a place to log what they “really thought”
about a paper, in addition to the scoring that they did across the established rubric categories.

Once both of these assessment projects had ended, I wondered whether this additional category was worth retaining in future
projects, given that the scoring rubrics were already rather long and the assessment work arduous. Specifically, I was interested in
the function of this overall response category and set out to investigate it as a strategy to mitigate scorers’ emotional responses to
scoring and as a way to understand how scorers may self-regulate during assessment tasks. To this end, I designed this inquiry to
address the following questions:

Research questions

1. Is the overall response category functioning, qualitatively and quantitatively, to help scorers maintain independence across
categories?

2. How do faculty evaluators report using the overall response category as a means to self-regulate their scoring? To what extent,
if any, is this category a useful tool for faculty scorers?

3. Statistically, how does this overall response category relate to the regular rubric categories? Which categories, if any, are
significant predictors of this category? Are significant predictors of the overall response category similar across the different
assessment projects?

 

Method

Data from this project came from two writing assessment projects at a public mid-sized university in the West. One of the
assessment projects involved a core writing course from the University’s Rhetoric and Writing Program, Composition II. The second
project was part of the University’s Writing across the Curriculum assessment, which pulled papers from a campus-wide writing
portfolio. All data collection reported here was completed with approval from the University’s Institutional Review Board.

Composition II Research Writing Course Assessment

Evaluators and project context. Scorers for the Composition II project were selected from faculty who applied to work as
assessment fellows for a summer stipend (See Appendix A for Call for Applications). All five faculty assessment fellows had been
teaching core writing courses for at least 10 semesters, and all faculty had at least eight semesters of experience teaching these
courses at this university. As part of their summer assessment fellow contract, each evaluator was asked to attend eight hours of
group norming and score about 60 student papers. They met several times after scoring data were available to plan faculty
development around project results, thus working to “close the loop” on assessment by using findings to improve student learning.

Artifacts. Student papers from the one-semester research writing course, Composition II, required of all liberal arts, school of public
affairs, education, and health science majors were submitted by course instructors for this assessment project. About 15% of the
final papers from fall and spring semesters were randomly selected, resulting in 165 papers in the sample. These papers were then
de-identified of student and instructor names in preparation for the evaluation.
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Composition II was taught by a group of full-time instructors who use different topics to teach rhetoric-supported research writing
based on stasis model, so the final paper for the course is a “stasis map,” which asks students to take a controversial issue through
the stasis of definition, evaluation, cause, and/or proposal using library-based academic research. These stasis map papers ranged
from eight to 12 pages long.

Scoring rubric. The Composition II scoring rubric, with detailed category and dimension descriptors at each of the four rating levels,
had been in place for four summer assessment projects prior to this summer. It had strong rater reliability and consensus among
program faculty that it represented the course values and goals.

Rubric categories. The 10 categories of this rubric remained unchanged for several years during its use. Several of the categories
assess source use, data that are shared with the library, as librarians provide instructional support to this research-based course.
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Overall response. The “overall” category was not an average of other components. Rather, scorers were asked to rate the paper
based on their response to it. I added this category in an effort to help faculty manage the scoring process and to provide a space
for them to respond personally to the paper.

Campus-Wide Writing Portfolio Assessment

Artifacts. A total of 231 papers from undergraduate writing portfolios were used for this part of the project. The writing portfolio is a
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graduation requirement of all students at this university, and students are advised to submit their portfolios of two papers after they
have earned 90 credit hours and/or at least two semesters prior to graduation. The writing portfolio serves as an assessment of
general education, and, with its newly revised rubric, the program also endeavors to provide meaningful data to programs and
majors about their students’ writing performance. In addition, it provides an intervention opportunity for students needing additional
writing instruction before graduation.

Scoring rubric. Revised as part of a larger general education revision and implementation project, the scoring rubric for the writing
portfolio had been in place for 6 months prior to this project. The rubric was created in collaboration with a faculty-led assessment
committee, the Writing Across the Curriculum Director, and campus librarians, in consultation with the Association of American
Colleges and Universities’ VALUE rubrics about Information Literacy and Written Communication.
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Evaluator and project context. The writing portfolio office had six faculty members who assessed student portfolio submissions.
For the purpose of the project reported here, analysis focused on a single scorer, the only one who did not have explicit instruction
in writing pedagogy. I focused on a single scorer because, at this time, our budget and processes did not yet allow for regular
double-scoring of student portfolios, so a measure of inter-rater reliability was not yet available. Writing portfolio assessment was not
as developed as the assessment of this university’s composition program, but plans were in place to hire and train additional faculty
scorers, using data from this project to inform those norming and training sessions.

The scorer, Simon, had a Master’s degree and had been teaching in the liberal arts for over 12 semesters. He had been scoring
writing portfolios for three semesters. All of Simon’s courses were designated Writing Intensive in a discipline known as offering
writing-focused courses. For the purposes of this project, data from the three most recent months of Simon’s writing portfolio scoring
were used.

Understanding Scorers’ Use of the New Rubric Category

In the qualitative part of this project, I wanted to understand how faculty scorers were using the overall response category in their
scoring practice, whether they found it useful or burdensome, and what role, if any, it might play in managing the complex cognitive
and emotional task of writing assessment. In particular, I was curious about whether they were using the new rubric category to
manage their personalized responses to the papers, given what Kagan (1992) referred to as teachers’ highly personalized
pedagogies and how they might be using the category to manage the interplay of emotions and thought (Mayer et al., 2001;
Thagard, 2006) while scoring.

Participants. The six scorers described above, five from the Composition II assessment project and one from the Writing Portfolio
assessment, provided anonymous written responses on the scorer questionnaire.

Scorer questionnaire. This four-question form asked scorers to consider the way they use the overall category in scoring student
artifacts, whether they found the category useful, and to envision whether their scoring might shift without the category. Items on the
scorer questionnaire are listed in Appendix B. Participants hand-wrote their responses onto the questionnaire during a particularly
intensive week of scoring activity, then returned their forms individually to the author at their convenience. Most returned their
questionnaires the same day.

Results

First, I analyzed the scorer questionnaire to understand the faculty scorers’ experience and use of the new category. Next, I turned
to the quantitative data, the rubric category scores, to understand whether the overall category was functioning statistically to help
the faculty scorers maintain independence across scoring categories.

Qualitative Scorer Questionnaire

The six participants wrote an aggregated 1,273 words in response to the four questionnaire items. I typed their responses into the
qualitative software NVIVO to assist with the task of coding. I then analyzed the questionnaire data using grounded theory as it is
described by Strauss and Corbin (1990) and elaborated in the methodological text by Charmaz (2009). This approach allowed for
emergent themes in the data, as opposed to approaching analysis with a priori codes or set expectations.

During the coding processes, I followed the recommendation of grounded theorist Glasner (1998), who recommended use of
gerunds as category labels, as they better capture the “sense of action and sequence” happening within the data (Charmaz, 2009).
The coding process was highly recursive and involved checking back with the questionnaire data throughout the analyses, using the
language of the participants as coding categories whenever possible. In so doing, I remained open to codes and categories
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emerging from the data, grounded in participants’ explanation of their experiences, which are key features of grounded theory data
analyses (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Once I had identified initial codes in the data via the open coding process, I “coded the codes,”
revisiting the questionnaire data. From this process, I arrived at the axial categories. The process is presented in Table 3, with the
bottom row representing the early, open coding process and the middle row of the table representing the second phase of
categorizing, axial coding, a stage that seeks dimensionality within each coding category (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). The top layer of
the table represents the final categories. Table 3 is modeled after that of Anfara, Brown, and Mangione (2002).

The sections that follow enumerate the third iteration, in the top row of Table 3, by providing examples and explanation of these
categories from the questionnaires.

Regulating Emotions While Scoring

The code of regulating emotions while scoring refers to the ways that scorers used the overall category as a specific place to log or
express emotions, in an explicit effort to keep these feelings from impacting other aspects of their scoring.

Managing frustration. Two of the scorers reported using the overall category to house upsetting emotions such as anger and
frustration. As one scorer explained, “I know it [overall score] doesn’t count in the same way [toward our assessment], so if I’m angry
or upset with a paper or see that a student has put in effort then that’s a place where I can let that out without it counting.” Another
wrote, “If I’m pissed off or angry I can put that here.” This colleague echoed this idea of the overall score as a place to house
negative emotions, explaining that the category, “allows for me to log tension that arises from doing assessment.”

Moving on. The new category appeared to serve not just as a holding place for negative emotions, but also as a means for scorers
to address the task at hand: that of scoring efficiently and moving through assessment of papers. About this, a faculty member
explained that the category is useful because it “allows me to score the next paper with a cleaner palette.” This scorer’s colleague
expressed similar sentiment and explained their use of the overall category, explaining, “If things about the paper appealed to me or
bothered me logically, professionally, or emotionally, I will weigh them heavily in the overall category and move on.” Yet another
seemed to directly address the idea of moving forward with the assessment task at hand, as they wrote about their use of the overall
category, “I believe this emotional response allows and triggers sustainability,” suggesting use of the category helped this scorer to
move on to read, and assess, the next student paper.
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Accounting for What Rubric Categories Do Not

Five of the six scorers explained using the overall category as something of a catch-all box in their assessment, tracking features of
papers they thought were not accounted for in other aspects of the scoring rubric. They reported using the category to laud or
denounce papers about which they had strong emotional reactions. For instance, one scorer explained that the category provided
“room to reward effort and taking on a daunting task,” which was an interesting comment given that the students will not see their
scores on the evaluation. Another explained, “It gives me a place to say whether the paper represents good work from our program.”

Other faculty assessors also reported using the overall category to recognize a paper whose excellence may not be accounted for
via the rubric. For instance, one scorer explained that the category “allows me to give credit for what works well even when it isn’t
clearly represented in the other criteria-- sometimes the total is greater than the sum of its parts, and this category takes that into
account.” Another scorer also reported reading beyond the page itself and into the context when they used the category, “I think
about ‘is the student limited by the assignment? How difficult is the task? Is there some place I can’t help and let the assessment
know I find this unfair?’” In these ways, the faculty scorers reported using the new category to capture the unseen and their instincts
regarding a student’s circumstances around writing a paper.

Compartmentalizing

Many of these same scorers also reported using the overall category when they are either frustrated or enamored with a paper, but
reported doing so as a way to independently score the other rubric categories. During norming sessions, scorers were introduced to
the concept of orthogonality (Lomax, 2001) with regard to scoring, and they were asked to assess each rubric category
independently of others, to the extent that they were able to do so given the complex system of writing they were evaluating. Thus,
several of the scorers used the overall category as a way to help maintain a more compartmentalized view of the paper and the
individual categories within the rubric. One scorer explicitly addressed this on the questionnaire when asked about how they used
the overall category: “It has been helpful to use as a place to acknowledge my overall feeling or reaction to a particular paper,
without affecting an unrelated criterion.”

When asked about whether their scoring would be impacted if the overall category were eliminated (Appendix B Question 3), fellow
scorers echoed the usefulness of the category in their questionnaire responses. One explained, “If I didn’t have it, my gut reaction
would find other ways of coming out so that the papers I hate would be scored lower than they technically deserve and vice versa.”
Another responded, “If we didn’t have the [overall] category, I imagine I might find somewhere else to be more generous or harsh,
though, out of a desire to give credit or vent frustration,” which suggested the category was working to promote orthogonality.

Managing the Scoring Task

Within the data set of questionnaire responses, this code referred to ways that scorers used the holistic category to accomplish their
work of efficiently and thoughtfully assessing student papers. For many, they had developed strategies of using the overall response
category as a means to compare to their rubric scores before moving on to assess the next artifact. In this way, the overall score had
become a reflective moment during scoring.

Many of the faculty scorers reported using the overall rubric category as a means of verifying and auditing their scoring across the
other rubric categories, a final step as they assess an individual paper. So, they explained that they assign an overall response
score last in their assessment of a paper. As one faculty member explained, “Unlike other categories, it [overall score] forms
amorphously over the course of assessment, only coming fully into view as I finish my reading; however, unlike the other categories,
there often is not something concrete that I can put my finger on for this category.” So, for this reader, assessment of this category
functioned as a gestalt, holistic score of the paper. In terms of process, other scorers also reported scoring the category at the end
of the paper assessment, “I wait to score it last and start with my ‘gut instinct,’ then review the rest of the scores to see if it is
consistent with them-- although that review rarely changes the overall score.”

Other scorers, however, reported a more recursive relationship between the overall category and the rest of the rubric and
explained, “If the [overall] score does not ‘feel’ right, I will review the paper against the rubric and my scores to make sure I scored it
appropriately.” This scorer’s colleague explained similar corroborative use of the category, “Sometimes if the overall score isn’t
consistent with my category scores, then I’ll revisit my category scores. So it can work for me as my own checks and balances
system.”

Quantitative Relationships Among Rubric Categories

To better understand the quantitative relationships among the conventional and overall categories of each scoring rubric, I
correlated the rubric categories of the papers, then ran linear regression analysis predicting the overall category from the rubric
categories for the Composition II project and the Writing Portfolio paper scoring.
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Composition II: Relationships Between Categories and Predicting “Overall” From 10 Conventional Categories

Correlations between rubric categories were calculated for the 165 papers, which are reported in Table 4. All rubric categories were
significantly correlated with one another and with the overall score, with correlation coefficients ranging from .44 - .83. Correlations
between rubric categories and the overall scores ranged from .54 - .83. The moderate to strong, but significant, correlations
between rubric category scores were expected given the interconnected nature of writing and writing assessment. For instance, the
elements of argument qualities, development and reasoning, and audience awareness were highly correlated (correlation
coefficients around .77). Examining the rubric (Table 1), it makes sense that these writing features would be related to one another.
Similarly, features of source quality and integration were correlated at a level of .68. Notably, the largest correlation coefficients in
the overall rubric category were also significant predictors in the regression model reported below, which is to be expected (Bobko,
2001).

A simple linear regression was used to test whether the 10 conventional categories were predictive of evaluators’ ratings of the
overall score category, presented in Table 5. The results of the regression indicated that the conventional categories together
explained 82% of the variance in the overall scores (R2 = .83, F(10, 140) = 70.20, p < .01). In this model, four categories
significantly contributed to the overall score category. These significant predictors included “Argument qualities” (β = .21, p < .01),
“Development and reasoning” (β = .18, p < .01), “Source evaluation and selection” (β = .15, p < .05), and “Source interpretation and
integration” (β = -.19, p < .01).

Collinearity occurs when two independent variables are so closely related that they both behave similarly and powerfully in a
regression equation (Miles & Shevlin, 2001). The collinearity statistics for the regression model are presented in Table 5 in order to
explore whether any of the rubric categories were statistically so similar as to suggest that collinearity was a problem. Given the
nature of the measurement task here, using a rubric to assess a student paper, we can expect the rubric scores to be highly related
due to the systemic nature of writing. However, the assessment task at hand called for scorers to evaluate each paper for the rubric
categories independently, maintaining as much distinction as possible between categories.

As indicated in Table 4, rubric categories were significantly correlated. With regard to the collinearity statistics in Table 5 the
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Variance Inflation Factor (VIF), a measure of collinearity tolerance, was below 4, the recommended cutoff for this statistic before
error in the regression equation due to collinearity becomes a concern (Miles & Shelvin, 2001). Argument qualities, the only category
for which the VIF was over the recommended 4, was only slightly above it at 4.25. The ‘tolerance’ column of Table 5, presents
values between 1 - 0, with those closer to 0 indicating problems of collinearity.

Campus-Wide Writing Across the Curriculum Portfolio Assessment

I then conducted the same set of analyses on the Writing Portfolio data. First, I calculated correlations between the rubric categories
for 231 writing portfolio papers that Simon had scored across three consecutive months. These are reported in Table 6. As with the
Composition II correlation calculations, almost all of the correlations were significant at the moderate to high range. Categories
involving source use, which included sources selection, integration, ethical use, had the highest correlations (see Table 2 for
descriptions of these categories). With regard to the overall category, almost all of the other rubric categories were correlated at a
moderate level (.28 - .55). When considered as an overall model, in the regression reported below, only three were significant
predictors, as explained in the section that follows.
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Then, as with the Composition II sample, I ran a simple linear regression using the rubric associated with the writing portfolio. The
regression tested whether the nine conventional categories were predictive of the evaluator, Simon’s, rating of the overall response
category.

The results of the regression indicated that the conventional categories together explained 39% of the variance in the scores (R2 =
.42, F(9, 202) = 16.07, p < .01). In this model, three categories significantly contributed to the overall response category. These
significant predictors included “Purpose” (β = .20, p < .05), “Development” (β = .31, p < .01), and “Genre” (β = .14, p < .05). Table 7
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presents data from the categories in this model. With regard to collinearity, all VIFs were under the recommended cutoff of 4, and the
tolerance values were well above 0 in the 0 - 1 range (Miles & Shelvin, 2001).

Discussion and Implications

Findings from this exploratory study suggest that the inclusion of an overall response rubric category was a useful time investment
for the faculty conducting the scoring in this project. Although it added an extra category to already-long scoring rubrics, it also
provided a point-of-reference for faculty to gauge their “gut” responses to papers and house their emotional reactions to the student
artifacts they were scoring, as reported in the qualitative data. The quantitative data suggested scorers who used this additional
category in the assessment projects were scoring independently, thus adding confirmation to their reports that the overall category
helped them to compartmentalize and assess each aspect of the rubric individually.

Scorers Maintaining Independence Across Categories

Across both of these assessment projects, the rubric predictors of the overall score were not so highly related as to indicate they
were measuring the same or overlapping phenomena (Bobko, 2001). This determination of collinearity was made by reviewing the
correlation coefficients, reported in Tables 4 and 6, and the collinearity statistics, reported in Tables 5 and 7. It is also important to
consider the measurement context, in this case the assessment of student papers via rubrics; we expect that features of student
papers will correlate moderately.

Differences Between Composition II and Writing Across the Curriculum Assessment Projects

The different assessment projects had different rubrics, scorers, and data sets, as reported above. There were some similarities
between the assessment rubrics when comparing them in Tables 1 and 2. However, the regression equations revealed differences
in terms of the weight of the predictors (Tables 5 and 7) and which predictors were significant in terms of their contribution to the
overall score. Reasons for this may include the different assessment ecologies of the two projects (Dryer & Peckham, 2014). In the
case of the Composition II project, the faculty scorers were all instructors of the course, familiar with the assignment, and the student
papers were assignments that were relatively homogeneous—they were stasis map assignments from various sections of the same
course. Where there was some variety in terms of each section instructor’s interpretation of the assignment, as allowed by the
program curriculum, the assignment had common features and outcomes.

 In contrast, student papers from the writing portfolio’s writing across the curriculum assessment ranged across disciplines and
levels (upper and lower division courses), running the gamut from mechanical engineering lab reports about fluid dynamics, to
nursing case studies about intersections between mental health and surgery recovery, to criminal justice reaction papers about
corporate violence, and a broad range of disciplines in between. Heterogeneity within the sample may have contributed to weaker
correlations among the rubric categories of the writing portfolio project, even though the correlation coefficients for each project
were significant. Finally, recall that the writing portfolio data include a single scorer, whereas the Composition II scoring data
represent evaluations from five faculty scorers.

The Overall Response Category as Self-Regulation and Reflection Strategy

Analyses of the faculty scorers’ questionnaire responses suggest that the new category helped scorers leverage their emotional
responses to facilitate the task of assessment scoring. In this way, the overall response rubric category was contributing to
emotional self-regulation (Mayer et al., 2001) and perhaps to more emotionally intelligent scoring. Scorers reported using the new
rubric category to manage their particularly strong responses to student papers, including emotions that ran both highly negative
and highly positive. Further, and perhaps most importantly, they also reported leveraging this rubric category to manage the complex
task of scoring the papers to the rubric, suggesting that the category helped them adopt a balance between emotions and cognition,
contributing to what Thagard (2006) referred to as “emotional rationality” in which emotions are not just managed and controlled but
are capitalized upon to help with difficult decisions.

The reported helpfulness of this category seems particularly important in light of earlier work by Caswell (2014) and Edgington
(2005), whose findings suggested faculty members’ emotional responses during grading provided feedback that served as
motivation toward their reflection and instructional change. Assessment contexts are different from grading contexts, but both involve
responding to student writing, and, thus, faculty may experience strong emotional responses. Faculty assessment scorers may have
different emotional experiences because their roles do not call for direct instructional intervention; unlike reading their own students’
papers, they cannot make changes to their course context the next day based on what they read in the papers. Future work might
track the ways in which faculty scorers’ emotional responses to student papers influence their own instructional practice, even in
cases when the papers are not from faculty members’ students or courses.

Appropriating Assessment Categories for “Internal Use Only”
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With regard to yielding actionable programmatic assessment data, holistic, impressionistic scoring is controversial for reasons of
reliability (Charney, 1984; Huot, 1990) and reductivity (Hamp-Lyons, 2016; Neal, 2011). That is, holistic scoring is often difficult to
calibrate among groups of raters and then problematic with regards to suggesting action for change to improve teaching and student
learning. While the ultimate usefulness and reliability of holistic scoring for programmatic assessment is tricky, the practice of scoring
holistically may be a useful tool for raters to regulate their own emotional responses to the writing that they are asked to assess; it
may serve as a “gut check” of their initial responses, which they can then learn to unpack and conduct their evaluation work, either
via group discussions or personal reflection.

The recognition of multidimensionality of writing and use of rubrics and other tools have moved us ahead in terms of meaningful
assessment data and meaningful conversations about teaching and learning (Adler-Kassner & O’Neil, 2010). With that said,
impressionistic scoring may be a useful tool for facilitators to help raters name their emotional responses to the writing that they are
asked to assess, monitor their initial responses, and learn to address those responses and conduct their assessment work. As such,
impressionistic scoring may be viewed as a strategy for learning to use a rubric and assess multiple dimensions of a piece of writing
and a way for faculty to gain further insight and reflect on their own values (Broad, 2003).

Rubrics as Evolving Process Documents Supporting Faculty Thinking

Rubrics, like any tool, can be wielded and misused; they allow for quantification and reduction of complex phenomena regarding
learning and communication, which adds to the potential for misuse (Broad, 2009; Hamp-Lyons, 2016). However, rubrics can also
provide a means to articulate values and make programmatic comparisons chronologically and among groups. As rubrics are
modified across time and location, we should consider categories that facilitate their use, in addition to those that directly evaluate
student learning. Gut categories, such as those implemented in the assessment projects detailed here, may serve a facilitative role.
Supportive rubric categories may serve as personal spaces where scorers may reflect on their own practice as evaluators and
teachers (Adler-Kassner & O’Neil, 2010), supplementing professional conversations among groups of scorers (Colombini & McBride,
2012) or scoring pairs (Jølle, 2014). Further, while the overall category reported here was both impressionistic and holistic, and not
likely to yield actionable assessment data, such categories may facilitate scorers’ discussions of the work they are evaluating. Thus,
they have the potential to reveal misunderstandings, assumptions, and complexities inherent in evaluating writing. The more we can
identify strategies and means to engage faculty in the assessment process itself—which is best practice—the easier it may also be
to arrive at the important “next steps” and “closing the loop” of actions to take regarding programmatic assessment data (Ikenberry &
Kuh, 2015).

Limitations, Implications, and Future Directions

As writing assessment facilitators strive to make assessment work more meaningful and accessible for faculty participants, exploring
the intersection of faculty members personalized pedagogies (Kagan, 1992), beliefs about student learning and writing (Neely,
2017), and emotional responses to evaluating student writing (Brackett et al., 2013), they may also want to identify strategies and
tools to make assessment scoring more easeful. Additional data, beyond that collected about the six scorers via the questionnaire in
the current exploratory study, are necessary to better understand this phenomenon. Thus, accessing this interplay of factors further,
via think aloud protocols of scoring and direct recording of scoring calibration sessions, as by Gebril and Plakans (2014), may help
us to better understand how emotional responses play out, not only in particular rubric categories, but across all aspects of the
rubric and scorers’ assessment experiences. In addition, study designs that compare the overall response category, and other
scoring strategies, on category independence may also be warranted. Identifying ways to capture, recognize, and leverage teachers’
expertise (Osborne & Walker, 2014) via interviews and reflective journaling during assessment projects may also supplement the
questionnaire-style data collected in the project reported here.

The current study advocates “capturing” scorers’ emotional responses in a holistic category in order to help them regulate emotional
responses while scoring students papers. Such an approach leans toward privileging rational efficiency (Stenberg, 2011) and a
positivist approach that, perhaps while not dismissive of emotion, may seem suspicious of its value (Spelman, 1989). Future work
might explore think-aloud protocols of scorers using an “emotional response” category in assessment in order to better understand
the way emotions inform and assist faculty decisions during programmatic assessment tasks. In so doing, we might ask that faculty
“stay with emotions” (Micciche, 2016) as a means to understand how their emotions help them create individual and collective
meaning within evaluation contexts. Such an exploration would support the fundamental purpose and value of programmatic
assessment: to understand and improve student learning.

Further exploring the role of faculty scorers’ emotions in assessment contexts may include collecting data from formal and informal
assessment conversations, individual scoring tasks, and faculty members’ experiences after assessment, as the assessment project
becomes a memory for faculty, which they take forward into their other professional practices, including teaching and future program
evaluation.
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Appendix A

Call for Applications

Writing Program Assessment Fellows

Call for assessment fellows:

We are looking for faculty to apply for positions as assessment fellows to participate in program-wide readings to be held during this
summer. Please apply by sending an email to the Assessment Coordinator by April 24 to express interest and availability.

Application:

Include a brief letter of application answering the following questions:

1. Why does assessment interest you? Please describe why you would like to participate in this project.
2. What strengths will you bring to assessment work? Please describe the qualities and experience you possess that will allow

you to work effectively on this collaborative project.

Expectations:

All readers will be available for May planning meeting.
Readers will be available for two 4-hour norming meetings in July for Composition II scoring.
Interested readers will participate in October professional development session.
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Appendix B

Questionnaire About Scoring Categories

1. As a scorer, do you find the “overall response” category useful? Why or why not?
2. How and when do you decide how you will score the “overall response” category? If there is a thought process, please

describe it:
3. If we omitted the “overall response” category from the rubric, do you think it would impact your scoring of the other categories?

Why or why not?
4. Would you say that you have an emotional response felt sense to scoring this “overall” category? That is, do you find yourself

responding to this category differently compared to the other ones? Please explain.
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